4011 Cloudburst Concrete

Beautifully superior.
Designed by nature. Perfected through innovation.
Find yours at caesarstoneus.com

Large islands, feature walls and other white-hot kitchen trends
The 2020 U.S. Houzz Kitchen Trends Study surveys thousands of homeowners on their kitchen reno projects.
Here are a few of their findings...

Quartz remains top choice for countertops

Engineered quartz countertops are the top choice for remodels and refreshes.
Caesarstone quartz surfaces are stain, scratch and heat resistant. They are nonporous
and extremely low maintenance.

5151 Empira White

White countertops are white-hot

The top color choice for countertops continues to hold steady with 1/3rd of homeowners
choosing white. The most popular choice in backsplash color is also white. White
countertops often make a space look more expansive, cleaner and brighter. Choosing a
white countertop allows for greater creativity when selecting a color for your cabinets.

5111 Statuario Nuvo: Lauren Rubin Architecture

Contrasting islands grow in popularity

Choosing an island color that’s in contrast to your countertop has increased in popularity.
This special touch turns the island into a focal point and can help break up the monotony
of an all-white kitchen.

4011 Cloudburst Concrete & 4033 Rugged Concrete

Large islands yield ample storage

Almost all homeowners add some type of storage to their island when upgrading or
adding a new one. From cabinets with doors and drawers to open shelving, having extra
storage space is a key feature for 98% of homeowners.

5211 Noble Grey

Backsplashes turn into feature walls

Homeowners are taking the backsplash to new highs by extending the backsplash from
countertop to ceiling and creating a feature wall in the process. This is a great way to
incorporate pops of color or create a seamless transition from the Caesarstone countertop to the ceiling or to upper cabinets.

5810 Black Tempal

Modern design is on the rise

While Transitional and Contemporary continue to lead design styles, Modern style is
growing rapidly. Farmhouse and Traditional, on the other hand, are losing ground.

5143 White Attica

Learn more at caesarstoneus.com

